Industry

Spotlight:

Some may or may not of heard of Spinaclean Ltd, however
you are more likely to of heard of the SkyVac?

Spinaclean started in 2004 by Andy Whiting and the
company originally set out providing paving cleaning
services for the Northampton area. Andy quickly realised a
gap in the market for a ‘one stop shop’ for anyone wanting
to start his or her own paving cleaning business along with
advice and help.
Meanwhile, coincidently around the same time, Paul
Crosbie had started an external paving cleaning business.
His idea was to prove that you could build a profitable
paving cleaning business and then sell the concept to others.
It was not until Andy and Paul met at a training day in
London that they both realised they shared the same vision
and synergy. This inevitably led to teaming both companies
up on larger projects.
Since the amalgamation, Spinaclean has gone from a
standing start to distributing to over 35 countries and
helping thousands of individuals start their own businesses.
We pick the rest of the story up with Andy and Paul…

WCM: So, guys. At first your intentions were to help each
other on larger cleaning contracts. What were the first
projects you remember working on?

Paul: We carried out a huge job in Milton Keynes at the Hub.
The Hub is a collection of apartment blocks with a huge range
of restaurants at base level. We were contracted by the
developer to clean the entire area prior to the Queens visit to
officially open the venue.
WCM: I guess the more you worked together the more
you tumble ideas over. When was the ‘eureka’ moment?
Andy: We soon gained the experience necessary to clean
paving at speed. Technique and more importantly the right
kit was essential for speed and profitability. Paul is a great
salesman and I am the entrepreneur. How could we possibly
scale up this paving cleaning business model? The obvious
was to offer our services in neighbouring counties and
beyond. This would have meant lots of travelling that would
have been partly counterproductive. That perhaps produced
the moment….why don’t we sell a business opportunity that
includes our expertise with great kit and training with the
final crucial element; genuine back up and support.
WCM: Andy, why did you design the SkyVac brand?
Andy: We initially needed something to fill the winter months
and to complement our paving cleaning service. Damp inside
properties is still an ongoing major problem due to gutters
not being cleaned at the right time of year. However,
climbing up ladders to clean is far too dangerous. Given my
engineering background and through vigorous research I
came up with the concept SkyVac. The system utilises a very
powerful wet and dry vacuum unit and combines lightweight
super strong carbon fibre suction poles. Of course if you are
on the ground you cannot see into the gutters that is why

degraded environment and volatile society. As a developing
and newly established organisation within our industry we
appreciate the role and social responsibility we have by
identifying our goals and processes to confirm we have a
positive, supportive and safe impact on all our stakeholders.
We aim to achieve this through consistency and transparency
through the ethos pursued and determined by our
management team that include respect, integrity and
honesty.
WCM: How many products do you sell now?

It has an on-board inspection camera. What we thought
would be just a few months of a gutter cleaning service has
turned into a phenomenal success. The SkyVac family has
now grown into a range of indoor and outdoor systems.
WCM: What makes the SkyVac so unique?
Andy: Unlike other machines on the market the SkyVac is not
an ‘off the shelf vacuum’. The foremost requirement for speed
and affectability for gutter cleaning at heights of 40ft is
power and lots of it. SkyVac Industrial has 50% more suction
lift power than its nearest rival. We also have exclusivity of
the PowerMix technology on this model.
WCM: How long was it before the brand was being
shipped abroad?
Paul: Gutter cleaning is a Worldwide problem. The beauty of
the internet is that it has made the world into a ‘corner shop’.
As popularity grew we soon picked up enquiries from
overseas. SkyVac is now distributed throughout Europe,
North America, Canada, Australia and New Zealand to name
but a few.
WCM: Tell me more about the desire to help others
build their own business.
Paul: Given our combined years of experience in business and
knowing how much we have enjoyed our working life, it was
a natural progression to help others who are perhaps
understandably nervous about starting out on their own to
achieve their dreams.
WCM: Why a company amalgamation?
Paul: The desire and vision to offer our business opportunities
throughout the UK and to distribute SkyVac Worldwide could
not be achieved as a single company. But combine the two
companies and pool all of our skill sets together then we could
achieve something really special.
WCM: What is the Spinaclean business concept?
Andy: It is recognised that businesses cannot thrive in a

Andy: We now have 481 Spinaclean products in total and
have created 13 SkyVac versions to suit numerous
applications and budgets. Our most recent and most
challenging design which took two years of research and
development has been the high level internal cleaning SkyVac
ATEX system. This certified system can be used safely within
potential explosive and combustible environments.
WCM: What is Streamaclean?
Paul: The Streamaclean brand is a stand-alone high access
reach and wash telescopic carbon fibre system with an inline
detergent/chemical feed for cleaning conservatories, facias,
soffit boards and solar panels. Windows can also be cleaned
with the addition of one of the Streamaclean Pro range water
purifying systems.
WCM: Can you purchase the detergent and in-line
chemical mixer as a stand-alone item?
Paul: Yes. The Detergent and the inline mixer can be
purchased as stand-alone items and are frequently done so
via our online shop or orders taken over the phone.
WCM: Explain why you put the Spinaclean business
opportunities package together?
Paul: We have 50 years worth of shared expertise built up by
Spinaclean staff. This is particularly concentrated in the
gutter and high level cleaning business using the SkyVac
system and in the paving cleaning industry utilising its own
Slipstream Pressure Washer range. All of this expertise and
experience is passed on to all of our customers.
Since 2010 Spinaclean has provided Business Opportunity
training days in order to introduce individuals from all walks
of life to the Spinaclean business model and to provide
cleaning equipment for them so that they can consider
opportunities to create their own external cleaning business.
The training days are now hosted at Spinaclean’ s brand new
HQ in Northampton where attendees are provided with
marketing and other sales techniques and tips together with
a hands on introduction to the equipment that they could be
using to build up their own company.
WCM: I think the training side makes Spinaclean stand
out. Talk us through who the day is aimed at?

a result of customer feedback; this year will see the launch of
four new products for external environments, including our
brand new ‘Elite’ poles, which clamp together and have the
lightest weight to size ratio on the gutter cleaning market.
WCM: What are the craziest projects or unusual jobs
your equipment has been involved in? Like high level
dusting of a Diplodocus in the Natural History Museum
for example?
Andy: We’ve cleaned at a range of unusual places including
the British Museum, royal households and we have even sold
a vacuum to James Dyson (founder of Dyson Vacuums).
WCM: Lets talk hardware; you sell Honda and Yammer
in your Paving cleaning packages. For somebody
starting up what should they go for?
Paul: Our training days have greatly assisted thousands of
people to launch their very own business with gutter and
paving cleaning systems that requires very little training, but
offer a unique cost effective service. Due to its simplicity, the
training day business opportunity has attracted many trades
including ex-service people, window cleaners, policemen as
well as many people that have been made redundant. On
April’s training day, we had an airline pilot and a deep-sea
diver that attended!

Paul: For somebody starting a Patio driveway cleaning
business, we recommend the Slipstream Pro 20 with a 13HP
Honda engine powering a 20inch surface cleaner. The Pro 20
can clean up to 350sqm of block paving a day and can also
be used for larger commercial work such as carparks if
required.

WCM: How much? Where to book?

Paul: It is very unusual not to have access to a tap, however
on the occasions it has been impractical to use a tap normally
on larger commercial jobs we have accessed Fire Hydrants
with the permission of the local Water authority and for a
nominal fee. On other occasions and again on larger
commercial jobs we have used vehicle mounted or towed
water bowsers.

Paul: Due to popularity, the training days are now held at
least once a month for usually up to 15 persons. It is
commonly booked on line but it is just as easy to call. Anyone
can attend, no previous experience is required. All that is
needed is motivation, dedication with a desire to learn.
Our course runs from 10am-4pm, this includes lunch where
sandwiches and a range of cakes will be provided. To book
on our next day in September 29th, or any upcoming days
simply call us on: 01604 968700 or click here to book online
and
for
full
info
on
the
day:
https://spinaclean.com/professional-cleaning-businessopportunities-training-day.asp
WCM: Do you travel to provide the course as well?
Paul: The great thing about being based in Northampton is
that it is pretty central and close to the M1, so attendees are
happy to travel, we do however offer demonstrations on our
products anywhere in the UK.
WCM: How have you found the external cleaning
industry over the years. Is it still evolving?
Andy: With the introduction of new technologies, the
external cleaning industry continues to thrive, with even more
competition than ever before. Innovation and customer
feedback is key to any cleaning business and this is something
Spinaclean practices on a daily basis. Our new products are

WCM: When on a job is it impractical to use a source tap
and what is the solution?

WCM: What is the best way to quote a paving job?
Paul: The cost can very much depend on the area and the
part of the country you are operating in. As a general
guideline quote £2.50 per sqm for block paving and £2 per
sqm for paving slabs and concrete.
Always use a pedometer to measure an area. It is worth also
considering having a minimum payment for a job.
WCM: What is Seal-a-block?
Paul: Seal-a-Block is a coating agent for paving which
enhances and protects paving. The major benefit is that it
inhibits growth of weeds and makes it easier to clean and
maintain.

